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Project Summary

Overview.

CPS: Medium: GOALI: Enabling Scalable Real-Time Certification for AI-Oriented Safety-Critical
Systems,
James H. Anderson, PI, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

In avionics, an evolution is underway to endow aircraft with “thinking” capabilities through the use of
artificial-intelligence (AI) techniques. This evolution is being fueled by the availability of high-performance
embedded hardware platforms, typically in the form of multicore machines augmented with accelerators.
Unfortunately, avionics software certification processes, which are rooted in the twin concepts of time
and space partitioning, have not kept pace with this evolution. On a uniprocessor, these concepts can
be simply applied to decompose a system into smaller components that can be specified, implemented,
and understood separately. On a multicore+accelerator platform, however, component isolation is much
more difficult to achieve efficiently. This fact points to a looming dilemma: unless reasonable notions
of component isolation can be provided in this context, certifying AI-based avionics systems will likely be
impractical.

This project will address this dilemma through multi-faceted research in the CPS Core Research Areas
of Real-Time Systems, Safety, Autonomy, and CPS System Architecture. It will contribute to Real-Time
Systems and Safety by producing new infrastructure and analysis tools for component-based avionics
applications that must pass real-time certification. It will contribute to Safety and Autonomy by targeting
the design of autonomous aircraft that must exhibit certifiably safe and dependable behavior. It will
contribute to CPS System Architecture by designing new methods for decomposing complex AI-oriented
avionics workloads into components that are isolated in space and time.

Intellectual merit. This project will produce a framework for supporting components on multicore+accel-
erator platforms in AI-based avionics use cases. This framework will balance the need to isolate compo-
nents in time and space with the need for efficient execution. Component provisioning hinges on execu-
tion time bounds for individual programs. New timing-analysis methods will be produced for obtaining
these bounds at different safety levels. Research will also be conducted on performance/timeliness/ac-
curacy tradeoffs that arise when refactoring time-limited AI computations for perception, planning, and
control into components. Experimental evaluations of the proposed framework will be conducted using
an autonomous aircraft simulator, commercial drones, and facilities at Northrop Grumman Corp.

Broader impacts. There has been a continuous push over the past 40 years toward more semi-autonomous
and autonomous functions in avionics. This push began with auto-pilot functions and is increasingly be-
ing fueled by advances in AI software. Avionics certification procedures have not kept pace with these
advances. This project will focus on a key aspect of certification: validating real-time correctness. The
results that are produced will be made available to the world at large through open-source software.
This software will include operating-system extensions for supporting components in an isolated way and
mechanisms for forming components and assessing their timing correctness.

A special emphasis will be placed on outreach to girls and women. Such outreach will include: events
involving the Graduate Women in CS (GWiCS) group at UNC, which hosts an annual research sympo-
sium targeted toward undergraduate women and other under-represented minorities; Tar Heel Hack, a
hackathon for local middle and high school girls; UNC CS’s Girls Who Code Club, which provides local
girls in grades 6-12 with a community for learning about CS; and UNC CS’s annual Open House and
Science Expo. These events will include hackathon projects as well as interactive demos of autonomous
systems.

Keywords: Real-Time Systems; Safety; Autonomy; CPS System Architecture
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Project Description

1 Introduction

The use of artificial-intelligence (AI) techniques to endow embedded systems with “thinking” capabilities
is transforming the role these systems are playing in our everyday lives. A decade ago, the notion of
producing aircraft and automobiles at mass scales that can autonomously “think” may have seemed far
fetched, yet we are closer than ever to this reality today. The evolution towards this new reality of highly
intelligent systems may, in fact, be the most profound development in embedded computing to date.

Unfortunately, as this evolution moves forward, a fundamental stumbling block is looming: among the
use cases that utilize the AI techniques fueling this evolution, some of the most compelling ones—such as
autonomous aircraft and automobiles—fall within safety-critical domains for which certification is essential.
The challenge such use cases present is that, in comparison to “traditonal” embedded systems, the AI-
oriented workloads that must be supported are much more complex, and the hardware needed to support
them—typically multicore machines augmented with accelerators—is much more complex as well. How
should certification processes in safety-critical domains evolve to address these complexities? Can these
processes be made to scale to large systems that may be subject to partial redesigns during their lifetime?

Focus of this project. This project is directed at partially tackling these questions in the context of avionics
systems. A complete certification solution would involve addressing a myriad of difficult verification-
related issues, the full range of which is well beyond the scope of any single project. The specific focus of
this project will be scalable real-time certification. Specifically, we seek to devise techniques that enable
a complex AI-oriented workload to be decomposed into manageable components that are isolated from
one another, so that intra-component timing constraints can be verified independently. While our primary
focus in this work will be on verifying timing constraints, we note that the ability to isolate components
can aid in verifying logical correctness as well. It is our hope that the body of work produced in this
project can be informative to the evolution of existing certification standards for avionics.

Avionics certification. While AI computations in automotive and avionics systems may share much in
common, the latter have always been subject to much stricter certification. Fundamentally, existing avion-
ics software certification processes are rooted in the ideas of time and space partitioning. These concepts
allow a system to be decomposed into components that can be specified, implemented, and understood
separately. Broadly speaking, time partitioning means that the real-time constraints of each system compo-
nent can be certified independently, and space partitioning means that memory accesses by one component
cannot adversely affect other components. On a conventional uniprocessor flight computer, these princi-
ples can be applied to fully isolate system components from one another, enabling a separation of concerns
that is crucial for providing certification authorities with high confidence in a system’s correctness.

Moving forward to AI-oriented avionics workloads and the hardware platforms they require, the situa-
tion becomes much murkier. For example, time partitioning now involves not only CPUs but accelerators
as well. Also, for good performance, some degree of hardware sharing is inevitable, but any sharing
breaks the illusion of isolation. Despite such complexities, avionics certification processes must evolve so
that reasonable notions of isolation can be afforded to system components in these new use cases.

Overview of proposed research. In this project, we seek to answer a single overarching question:

Can a time and space partitioning solution be found for AI-oriented avionics workloads
hosted on multicore+accelerator hardware that enables the real-time correctness of an overall
system to be certified with high confidence while making efficient usage of hardware resources?

We will address this question by pursuing five research goals.

• Goal 1: Produce criticality-aware timing-analysis methods for multicore+accelerator platforms. In
order to support components, we need to know how long their constituent tasks take to execute,
and these tasks may be of differing criticalities, with higher-criticality tasks requiring more stringent
analysis. We will extend prior work on measurement-based probabilistic timing analysis (MBPTA) [16,21]
to provide execution-time safety assurances based on criticalities in a multicore+accelerator setting.

1



Enabling Scalable Real-Time Certification for AI-Oriented Safety-Critical Systems 2

• Goal 2: Enable cross-component temporal and spatial isolation. We will devise basic time- and
space-partitioning mechanisms for multicore+acclerator platforms that approximate the uniproces-
sor ideal of giving components the illusion of executing on dedicated hardware. In producing such
mechanisms, we will extend prior work on mitigating multicore interference (due to cache or mem-
ory contention, I/O, etc.) to apply in a component hierarchy where criticality-related nuances exist.

• Goal 3: Create methods for validating component timing constraints. Using the mechanisms de-
veloped under Goal 2, we will develop automatic methods for forming components and assigning
hardware resources to them, and for validating intra-component timing constraints. AI computa-
tions are typically formulated as processing graphs, and the timing constraints of interest are graph
response-time bounds. These graphs have complexities not considered in prior work.

• Goal 4: Create methods for component-wise AI. There has been a trend recently in research on
AI for autonomy to aggregate functionality. Such aggregation can be harmful from a certification
point of view (and AI researchers need to be aware of this). We will investigate different methods for
decomposing avionics AI functions (e.g., grouping by time horizon vs. by functionality) and assess
the tradeoffs involved. We will also initiate work on time-limited AI.

• Goal 5: Evaluate our isolation methods in supporting “real” AI-oriented avionics workloads. We
will conduct evaluations through experiments conducted at UNC using both Microsoft AirSim [82]
and sub-scale drones. Additional evaluations will be conducted by our students using design and
testing facilities for autonomous aircraft at Northrop Grumman as part of summer internships.

Qualifications. PI Anderson has published extensively on the topic of multicore real-time systems and
has taken a leading role internationally in work in this area. He is an ACM Fellow and an IEEE Fellow,
and his fellow citations reference this research track record. Co-PI Smith has several decades’ worth
of software-development experience (both at IBM and at UNC) in the areas of operating systems (OSs),
compilers, networking, and file systems (e.g., as a principal in the Andrew Project). Co-PI Alterovitz brings
expertise on AI and robotics to the project. In 2019, he received the Presidential Early Career Award for
Scientists and Engineers (PECASE). This is the highest honor bestowed by the US government to early-
career scientists and engineers. Co-PI Sarathy is the mission-management technical lead at Northrop
Grumman Corp. for several DoD projects directed at advanced avionics for unmanned systems. His areas
of technical expertise include avionics applications of neural networks in decision-making paradigms.

Organization. In the rest of this proposal, we provide needed background (Sec. 2), describe the research
we propose to undertake and our experimental and collaboration plans (Secs. 3-5), discuss broader impacts
(Sec. 6), and discuss results by the investigators from prior NSF support (Sec. 7).

2 Key Concepts and Related Work
In this section, we present needed background on trends in avionics, the use of AI techniques in realizing
autonomous functionality, avionics certification, and real-time systems. Due to space constraints, our
overview of prior work focuses on research of direct relevance to our research agenda.

2.1 Emerging Trends in Avionics
Smallish drones (which usually do not require certification) have seen greater innovation in AI-based
autonomy than larger aircraft (which do), yet autonomy in the latter has been increasing for 40 years.

Evolution of autonomy in avionics. The most successful instance of autonomy has been the autopilot
function installed in piloted fly-by-wire aircraft in the mid-1980s by Boeing and Airbus [91]. Autopilot
initially provided flight control for cruising, but more advanced functions are now integrated into a full
flight-management system (FMS) that enables autonomous control from just after take-off to landing [83].
Conventional FMSs are firmly rooted in control theory, with control laws implemented as ordinary se-
quential programs without the learning or adaptation capabilities inherent in AI-based applications.
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Autonomy for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). A UAV is essentially a “remotely piloted aircraft.”
Notable (large) military UAVs include the MQ-9 Reaper (offensive strikes), the RQ-4 Global Hawk (surveil-
lance and reconnaissance), and the MQ-1B Predator (multi-mission). In these systems, the ground-based
crew is responsible for mission control and strikes, but flight operation is mostly autonomous, using con-
trol laws similar to those in conventional FMSs. More recently, UAVs providing even greater autonomy
have been demonstrated, such as the Navy’s MQ-25, an unmanned aerial refueling tanker.

In the private sector, smallish UAVs—referred to as drones in this document—weighing up to 55 pounds
and costing $1,000–$10,000, have been licensed for operation by the US Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). As of March 2020, over 440,000 commercial drones had been registered with the FAA [25]. Camera-
equipped drones are used in applications in fields as varied as agriculture, construction, real estate, and
law enforcement, to name a few.

Figure 1: A sample hardware platform.

Hardware trends. In large aircraft, the dominant hardware in-
frastructure is based on the concept of integrated modular avionics
(IMA), which is defined in several ARINC (Aeronautical Radio,
Inc.) reports (the core ones being 629, 651, and 659) [74]. The
goal of IMA is to integrate all major aircraft systems (e.g., flight
management) onto a few (ideally one) hardware modules. The
canonical module is a cabinet with a power supply, a bus, and
plug-in slots for processors, memory, sensors, and I/O, as shown
in Fig. 1. In contemporary IMA systems, a slot may hold a plug-
in board containing a system-on-chip (SoC) with a multicore processor and integrated GPU along with
on-board memory. Configurations with separate slots for a multicore processor, a discrete GPU or other
accelarator, and shared DRAM are also possible if applicable ARINC specifications are met. More recently,
embedded systems meeting size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C) requirements are providing much greater
computing power with SoC platforms that include accelerators.

Figure 2: Three partitions on four
cores. Partitions 2 and 3 each execute
on one core, while Partition 1 executes
on two cores. In-partition scheduling
is shown for Partition 1.

Software trends. The IMA concept is rooted in the sharing of
hardware among software components, which can create non-
deterministic effects due to interference. The IMA design recognizes
this issue and includes a real-time OS (RTOS) design specification
in ARINC report 653 [75]. The fundamental OS concept in ARINC
653 is a partition. A partition encapsulates a set of related software
components and affords them isolation in time (execution) and space
(memory). Space isolation is provided via functions for memory pro-
tection. Time isolation is achieved with a two-level scheduling mech-
anism. Time slices are first allocated to partitions, and, within each
partition, an in-partition scheduler allocates time to its contained
tasks. On multicore platforms, the current specification allows only one partition per core1 (effectively
obviating partition time slicing) but a single partition can execute on multiple cores, as shown in Fig. 2.

Due to the extreme limitations on SWaP-C, avionics software for autonomous functions in drones has
been mostly limited to basic flight controls and GPS navigation. As a result of the increasing computational
capability of embedded hardware platforms, however, computationally demanding AI functions are being
used on several commercial and small military drones, such as the RQ-11 Raven and Desert Hawk III.

2.2 AI Applications and Workloads for Autonomy
In this section, we review two highly promising uses of AI in avionics for autonomous operation.

Computer vision (CV). One of the most fundamental capabilities an autonomous aircraft must have is
perception, i.e., the ability to sense and understand its environment. Cameras arguably provide the richest
and most cost-effective sensing capabilities. With one or more cameras operating at rates fast enough to
convey motion information, CV algorithms can effectively provide the required perception capabilities.

1This restriction is under study for change. The results of this project would be highly informative in making this change.
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Figure 3: Example drone detection/tracking graph, comprised of two deep neural networks and additional nodes.

Example. Fig. 3 illustrates how CV algorithms might be used to detect and track other drones that may
cross a given drone’s flight path. First, the drone performs object detection to identify any other drones. This
is done using a convolutional neural network (CNN) to quickly obtain a bounding box for any drone. Second,
the drone must determine whether another drone is a collision threat. This is done by analyzing the other
drone’s relative position in 3D via another CNN performing stereo matching [50], and then estimating
the other drone’s motion relative to ego-motion (i.e., self-motion). Next, object tracking is performed by
remembering and tracking any detected drone’s position over time. CV methods can then build a 3D
geometry map of the environment indicating the location and motion of obstacles, such as other drones.

Planning and control. Another important capability of an autonomous aircraft is for it to automatically
decide where to move, including both short-term decisions (to react to obstacles such as other drones)
and longer-term decisions to accomplish its mission. Planning algorithms typically compute waypoints
for the aircraft to reach that accomplish the aircraft’s task while avoiding obstacles represented in the 3D
geometry map, and control algorithms enable the drone to move through the waypoints. Modern control
methods for autonomous drones often use machine learning, e.g., evaluating a neural network or other
learned model that was pre-trained on a combination of simulation and physical drones to enable fast
motion in highly dynamic settings that are challenging to model using traditional control approaches [37].

Importance of accelerators and isolation. The neural networks used to realize these two capabilities
consist of a number of sequentially executed “layers,” many of which run convolutions with matrix-matrix
operations [50]. Convolutions are computationally expensive when implemented by a single CPU thread,
but can be structured to run on hundreds of parallel threads/cores on a GPU or some other accelerator.

Advances in multicore+GPU embedded platforms are already enabling AI capabilities in commercial
drones. For example, Skydio 2 can autonomously avoid collisions while following a tracked object by
using an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 with six ARM cores and a 256-core GPU to process six camera feeds [84].
Enhanced autonomy will require supporting many more accelerator-using computations, which will be
difficult to certify if not isolated from one another. Unfortunately, accelerator sharing breaks isolation.

2.3 Avionics Software Certification
In the US, the FAA is responsible for certifying the safety and airworthiness of commercial aircraft.2 The
European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) performs the same function in the EU (using similar
processes as the FAA). The FAA process involves a byzantine network of related (and often overlapping)
documents for regulations, advisories, directives, orders, notices, etc., as well as a collection of documents
providing “guidelines,” “considerations,” and “positions,” which are actually de facto standards [24].

Software certification. For the certification of avionics software (this project), the primary documents
are ARP 4761 [86] for the safety-assessment process, ARP 4754 [78] for the development process, and DO-
178C [76] for the compliance process. DO-178C is supplemented by documents that address specific tools
and technologies recommended: DO-248 (clarifications and rationales), DO-330 (tool qualification), DO-
331 (model-based development), DO-332 (object-oriented technology), and DO-333 (formal methods).

ARPs 4761 and 4754 define five design assurance levels (DALs), often called criticality levels, based on the
severity of software-failure impacts. As shown in Table 1, DO-178C refers to the same five levels and de-
fines verifiable per-level objectives. High-level requirements are defined for software components according
to their designated criticality level. These requirements are then refined into detailed requirements for the
processes, modules, function calls, and program statements in the component.

2The US military has its own airworthiness certification agencies but has the option of FAA certification.
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Level Failure Condition Interpretation
A Catastrophic Failure may cause a crash.
B Hazardous Failure has a large negative impact on safety or performance . . .
C Major Failure is significant, but has a lesser impact than a Hazardous failure . . .
D Minor Failure is noticeable, but has a lesser impact than a Major failure . . .
E No Effect Failure has no impact on safety, aircraft operation, or crew workload.

Table 1: DO-178C criticality levels.

We are mainly interested in real-time requirements like “task τi must issue a cockpit warning within
100ms of stall detection.” Ensuring such requirements requires knowing task worst-case execution times
(WCETs). FAA document CAST-32A [23] gives guidance for determining WCETs on multicore platforms.

Regarding accelerators, the FAA has approved the use of GPUs to realize display functions. However,
in this project, we are interested in using accelerators to speed critical planning and control steps.

2.4 Real-Time Systems
This project is aimed at avionics systems comprised of components, some providing AI functions, that must
be isolated from one another. In reality, such a system would likely transition among different functional
modes in response to external events, with only certain components (or portions thereof) being active in a
given mode. For conciseness, we only consider the problem of ensuring isolation in a single mode herein,
though all of the work we discuss can be generalized to multi-mode systems.

τ1

τ2

τ4

τ3

τ5

Figure 4: A DAG example.

As we have seen, AI computations tend to be expressed as processing
graphs. While AI graphs often have cycles, the most widely studied notion of
a real-time processing graph is that given by the sporadic DAG (directed acyclic
graph) model [13]. Under this model, graph nodes represent tasks (programs),
and edges denote precedence constraints. For example, in Fig. 4, the ith in-
vocation, or job, of task τ2 cannot start execution until the ith job of task τ1
completes. A sporadic DAG G has a designated source node with no incoming
edges. The entire graph G is implicitly executed cyclically, with successive invocations of its source being
at least TG time units apart, where TG is G’s period. The main timing constraint of interest is an end-to-end
response-time bound, which indicates the maximum allowed time for a given graph invocation to complete.

We hereafter assume that each component of interest is comprised of a set of processing graphs, but the
graphs we consider generalize sporadic DAGs in several ways. First, a graph may have multiple sources
(e.g., to support graphs that fuse data from different sources that execute at different rates). Second, each
graph node is assigned a criticality level (as in DO-178C). Third, graphs may have cycles (e.g., to enable
processing historical data, as in Fig. 3).3 Fourth, graph nodes may access accelerators. Fifth, certain graph
nodes may be allowed to execute in parallel to lower response times. Note that the computational model
assumed here is quite general—even an ordinary task can be viewed as a (single-node) graph.

Timing analysis vs. schedulability analysis. The goal of timing analysis is to produce an execution time
bound Ci for each task τi. Usually, a single WCET is required, though our mixed-criticality context is more
nuanced (see below). The goal of schedulability analysis is to verify that timing constraints are met (in our
case, that end-to-end response-time bounds are acceptable). Of relevance to schedulability is the processor
share required by each task τi, as given by its utilization Ui = Ci/TG. When assessing schedulability on
a multiprocessor, it is often necessary to restrict utilizations in some way. This results in capacity loss, i.e.,
unavailable processing capacity. In addition to such schedulability-induced capacity loss, overhead-related loss
can occur due to OS activities, task migration costs, etc. Interference across cores on a multicore platform
can also cause capacity loss. The rigid ARINC 653 scheduling strategy for partitions is subject to severe
capacity loss, mainly because it allocates cores at the granularity of whole partitions.

Mixed-criticality analysis. Pessimistic WCETs can induce significant capacity loss. A technique for mit-
igating this loss was proposed by Vestal, who (while working in the avionics industry) proposed dealing

3If tasks are sequential, then each node implicitly has a self-loop. Here we are referring to more complicated cycles.
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Figure 5: Gantt chart of the project timeline. Intra-goal task dependencies are shown with arrows, and inter-goal
dependencies are labeled with text.

with less-critical tasks less pessimistically [94]. Under his proposal, each task in a system with L criticality
levels has a provisioned execution time (PET) specified at every level, and L system variants are analyzed: in
the Level-` variant, the schedulability of all Level-` tasks is verified with Level-` PETs assumed for all tasks
(at any level). The degree of pessimism in determining PETs is level-dependent, with more conservatism
applied to higher levels. We intend to apply similar ideas in the context of processing graphs.

2.5 The Looming Certification Dilemma
After many years of trying, industry and the FAA/EASA seem to be finally converging on a basic approach
to safety certification for avionics software on multicore platforms. However, this basic approach, while
rooted in time and space partitioning, may result in significant capacity loss by overly restricting the
allocation of cores to partitions. Such loss will limit the range of future applications that can be supported.

Perhaps of even greater concern is a looming set of issues beyond multicore. New hardware in the
form of accelerators (especially GPUs) will soon be required for emerging AI-oriented avionics. Current
certification methods and tools cannot deal with accelerators. Consider that a CV application written as a
sequential program actually executes partially on a CPU core and partially on a GPU, and these executions
may overlap in time. The GPU execution is usually not preemptable while the CPU is. Further, efficient
use of a GPU may require sharing it among different components. These factors greatly complicate all
aspects of certification. Multicore CPUs and accelarators must be treated holistically for certification.

3 Research Description
In this project, we will resolve the avionics certification dilemma described above by pursuing a re-
search agenda that focuses on five goals. First, we will strengthen the certification process by producing
criticality-driven timing analysis that targets multicore+accelerator platforms. Second, we will produce
methods for isolating different system components in space and time on such platforms while allowing
some degree of hardware sharing. Third, based on these methods, we will devise techniques for creating
components and validating their timing constraints. Fourth, we will elevate research on AI for autonomy
by making time and component-wise certification first-class concepts. Fifth, we will experimentally assess
the efficacy of the methods we produce using an advanced avionics simulator, sub-scale drones, and facil-
ities at Northrop Grumman. We elaborate on the first four of these goals below and consider the fifth in
Sec. 4. Our research agenda maps to a three-year research plan, which is depicted in Fig. 5.

Hardware platform. To facilitate discussing our research goals, we first describe our intended hardware
platform, the AMD Ryzen 9 3950X, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. This platform has 16 physical cores
(shown in blue), each supporting two simultaneous hardware threads, subdivided among four clusters
(shown in grey) with a shared L3 cache each—a design intentionally similar to ARM’s next-generation
embedded CPU [92]. The 3950X supports AMD’s Quality of Service extensions [6], which include hard-
ware support for partitioning L3 caches and memory buses (shown in green). The 950X contains 24 PCIe
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Figure 6: AMD Ryzen 9 3950X.

4.0 lanes, providing 48 GB/s of bandwidth for accelerators. With
this high bandwidth, up to 12 GPUs could be connected.

In our initial work on hardware accelerators, we intend to use
AMD Radeon VII GPUs (shown in red). The Radeon VII is one
of AMD’s most powerful GPUs. Our choice of AMD over the
market leader NVIDIA is due to the fact that AMD GPUs offer
an open-source software stack (unlike NVIDIA) and hardware parti-
tioning support [70]. Openness is essential from a safety point
of view.4 As the project advances, we will likely consider other
accelerators (both GPUs and FPGAs), and more of them.

Software platform. We will implement the isolation mechanisms developed in this project in LITMUSRT

[1], a real-time variant of Linux developed by our group. Our choice of LITMUSRT over a commercial
RTOS is largely due to its open-source nature and our familiarity with it. Also, the point of this project is
to demonstrate the efficacy of resource-allocation principles that can be applied in a variety of RTOSs.

3.1 Goal 1: Produce Criticality-Aware Multicore+Accelerator Timing Analysis
Supporting isolated components on a multicore+accelerator platform entails adequately provisioning
hardware resources for components, but to do so, we need valid task execution costs. This observation
gives rise to our first research challenge: Given a task with a specified criticality level and a (possibly empty) set
of dedicated hardware resources, how can we determine execution costs that account for contention on non-specified
hardware resources for all relevant criticality levels? Such a task may execute on a CPU and/or accelerator.

Problems with existing timing analysis. Existing timing-analysis methods fall short in this setting. The
classical approach is static timing analysis, which relies on detailed knowledge of the task being executed
and the platform executing it. When multiple tasks/components can interfere with one another, knowing
the exact state of the platform becomes essentially impossible, preventing static analysis. This problem is
even worse when dealing with accelerators that have black-box components, such as many GPUs.

An alternative to static analysis is measurement-based probabilistic timing analysis (MBPTA), which at-
tempts to probabilistically bound task execution times by examining a relatively small sample of jobs
[16, 21]. The majority of recent MBPTA work has focused on a family of methods known as extreme value
theory (EVT). Traditionally, sound EVT analysis has required observed execution times to be identically and
independently distributed (IID) [11, 27, 72], but such times will often have statistical dependencies. There
is currently no agreement on how to work around this issue [16, 21, 49]. Both a review of the literature
on EVT and our own preliminary experiments show it is not useful for timing analysis in a safety-critical
context. But if neither static analysis nor EVT are viable options, how can we build a certifiable system?

A new MBPTA method. We propose to develop a new version of MBPTA that acknowledges that the
measurements used to build any estimates are themselves a source of uncertainty and subject to random
variation. In particular, we will build our schedulability analysis around safe WCETs, or sWCETs, where
each task τi has an sWCET Sq

i , determined as a function of a sample of execution times, such that when Ei

is a random variable corresponding to the execution time of a randomly selected job of τi, Pr(Ei ≤ Sq
i ) = q

holds; the ideal situation is to have q approach one. In this definition, both Ei and Sq
i are random variables;

consequently, the value of q accounts for not only variations in Ei, but also the possibility that the execution
time samples used to determine Sq

i does not give a good idea of the true distribution of τi’s possible
execution times. Existing MBPTA methods do not generally account for the latter factor. When a single
task needs costs at multiple criticality levels, higher q values will correspond to higher criticality levels.

In recent work [68], we provided one possible method for determining Sq
i for a given value of q, or,

alternatively, the appropriate value of q for a given Sq
i value. This method relies on the assumption that

our observed execution-time samples constitute IID samples from τi’s true execution-time profile, but we
found empirically that our method produces accurate results even when samples are not IID.

4Clearly, safety-critical designs will exist with proprietary details, but such a design cannot be truly safe if it is based on an
underlying substrate with unknowable behaviors. Royalty-free, open APIs are actually key to industry adoption.
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In this project, we plan to expand on this work by improving scalability—in our current method, q in-
creases slowly with respect to the number of samples used—and reducing reliance on the assumption that
samples are IID. One promising way forward may be using the Saw variant of Chebyshev’s Inequality [80],
which estimates population extremes based only on sample mean and variance and does not rely on data
being IID. In addition, we will develop a method to determine q values that are appropriate for specific
criticality levels as specified in the FAA System Safety Handbook [26]. Since we need our execution times
to be valid when hardware resources are accounted for, our sample measurements need to be obtained
when tasks are competing for resources against “enemy” tasks designed to create high levels of interfer-
ence. We will develop enemy tasks for this purpose starting from the techniques recently described in [43].
A similar approach should work for analyzing contention on accelerators. One advantage our method will
have is that, since we do not require any platform knowledge, but only observed measurements, we are
well-placed to develop sound timing analysis should the need arise for some black-box accelerators.

3.2 Goal 2: Enable Time and Space Partitioning on Multicore+Accelerator Platforms
Our work under Goal 2 will be directed at developing the requisite mechanisms that can be applied to
isolate components in space and time. The effective use of such mechanisms is the focus of Goals 3 and 4.

We seek to allocate both processing (CPU and accelerator time) and non-processing (caches, memory,
buses, etc.) resources required for exclusive use by a given component P . We assume that P consists of
one or more processing graphs (see Sec. 2.4) and has a specified reservation indicating its needed hardware
resources. Working out the exact details of an effective notion of a “reservation” will be a research issue
we need to resolve. For our purposes here, it suffices to consider a notion of a reservation defined by three
parameters, C, T, and H, indicating that P is active for a duration of C time units during each period of
T time units, and when active, it requires exclusive access to a set H of hardware resources; H would, for
example, specify CPU and accelerator requirements as well as cache and memory partitions. All hardware
resources used by P that are not specified in H would be considered as contended by other components.

Time partitioning. Any time-partitioning strategy must ensure that P has exclusive access to all pro-
cessing resources in H when it is active. For the sake of concreteness, we propose one such strategy here,
though others will be investigated in this project. In the specific approach here, we ensure the time parti-
tioning of CPU resources via budgeting: during each period of time T, P is allocated a time slice of length
C, and during this time slice, it has exclusive access of all CPUs specified in H. Dealing with accelerators
is a bit trickier. For them, we propose to employ the concept of a forbidden zone [35], as depicted in Fig. 7.
To ensure that accelerator usage completes before a time-slice boundary, accesses requested too near the
end of a time slice (within the forbidden zone) may be delayed until P ’s next time slice.

Figure 7: A component P with C = 3 time
units, T = 5 time units, and a 1-time-unit
forbidden zone.

We propose two forbidden-zone variants. The first is pes-
simistic: all accelerator accesses within a forbidden zone are
prevented. The second is more optimistic but requires the abil-
ity to preempt accelerator use: access is allowed within the for-
bidden zone, but execution will be aborted if the time slice ends
(the access must be re-tried in the next time slice). We will
explore many trade-offs here. For example, short accelerator
accesses may be allowed to optimistically execute, but long accesses may be prevented. Also, we will
explore forbidden zones of different durations (e.g., a common per-slice duration vs. durations that are
per-resource or per-resource request) as well as dividing zones into optimistic and pessimistic regions.

Space partitioning. On a multicore+accelerator platform, space partitioning involves more than simply
ensuring memory protection and policing the flow of information across components. In particular, the
illusion of space partitioning can be broken on such a platform when concurrently executing components
access common non-processing resources such as caches, memory, buses, etc. In recent years, the issue
of eliminating interference with respect to such resources has been investigated extensively by the real-
time systems community [3–5, 10, 18, 19, 29, 31–33, 45, 53–56, 59–61, 71, 89, 96, 97, 101, 102], including by our
group [9, 17–19, 19, 56–59, 96]. However, in the context of this project, several new issues arise that need to
be resolved. We mention two such issues here to provide a sense of the scope of this work.
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The first issue pertains to the use of hardware multi-threading, which the FAA has flagged as being of
importance to enable in avionics use cases [66]. Our 3950X hardware platform enables higher performance
by providing two hardware threads per core. Unfortunately, concurrent thread execution on the same
core can create unacceptably high interference for highly critical tasks. In contrast, for less-critical tasks,
hardware threading may be very useful. We plan to investigate this issue, and examine the feasibility of
partitioning both the L2 and L3 caches on the 3950X (through a combination of page coloring [51] and the
3950X’s Quality of Service extensions) on a per-thread basis when threading is in use. Note that enabling
hardware threading has implications for the timing-analysis research proposed under Goal 1.

The second issue arises due to our intent to elevate these isolation issues from the level of mere tasks to
components. In a holistic sense, we envision the handling of non-processing resources as being hierarchical in
our context. Across components, we seek to maintain strong isolation invariants, but within components,
hardware-isolation techniques also may be of value, but in a less-strict way that hinges on criticalities. For
instance, within a component, less-critical tasks may be provided with weaker isolation guarantees than
highly critical tasks Also, within a component, it might be reasonable to partition a GPU into multiple
virtual GPUs [44], but across components, we want no concurrent sharing of accelerators whatsoever.

3.3 Goal 3: Create Methods for Validating Component Timing Constraints
Goal 3 is directed at the problem of determining a (C, T, H) reservation for each component P such that
cross-component interference is minimized (using the mechanisms from Goal 2) and all timing constraints
are satisfied, assuming known per-criticality-level task execution times (obtained using the methods from
Goal 1), each a function of the allocated hardware resources.

Abstracting processing resources as an exclusive virtual platform. A component P with a reservation
(C, T, H) has exclusive access to each processing resource (CPU or accelerator) specified in H for a fraction
of time given by C/T. In describing some of the research proposed below, it is convenient to view P as if it
executes on a dedicated virtual platform consisting of possibly fewer CPUs and accelerators (as specified
by H) than the actual platform, each executing at a slower speed, approximately C/T.5

used units

speed
1.0

max units

acceptable area

Figure 8: An acceptability graph.

Acceptability graphs. Given this notion of a virtual platform,
we can reflect the space of viable reservation choices for a given
component P by means of an acceptability graph whose axes spec-
ify the number of allocated processing resources and their speeds;
a 2D version of such a graph is shown in Fig. 8. In such a graph,
we define the set of all points such that the corresponding reserva-
tion is sufficient to ensure P ’s timing constraints as P ’s acceptable
area. This area gives the reservation choices that are viable for P .

Exploring reservation options. To understand how to best provision systems, we need to explore various
issues concerning the pros and cons of different reservation choices. We mention two such issues here.

The first issue involves component composition. As the number of accelerators is limited, it might be nec-
essary to combine multiple components into one, e.g., it would not be reasonable to allow one component
that uses all accelerators on our 3950X platform to execute alone if it requires only (say) four of the 3950X’s
16 cores. To decide which components can be combined, we need to understand how the acceptability
graphs for two different components P and P ′ compose—i.e., what does the graph for P ∪ P ′ look like?

The second issues involves over-provisioning. One way to attempt to avoid having to re-provision a
system as components are modified during its service lifetime is by giving its components more hardware
resources than they minimally require. This observation gives rise to several questions. What factors
would favor one over-provisioning choice over another? How do we determine which hardware resources
are the real “pinch points” that might require re-allocation if not over-allocated? If a component is over-
allocated resources, then spare resource capacity will be available at runtime—how should it be utilized?

5This notion of a virtual platform suffices to highlight some of our research ideas but over-simplifies matters. For example, due
to limits on or contention for non-processing resources (e.g., cache and memory space), the speed could be lower. Unfortunately, we
lack sufficient space to properly delve into these and other nuances.
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Allocating components. Given solutions to the problems described above, we will develop methods that
determine which components need to be combined, the (C, T, H) reservation parameters for all resulting
components, and a corresponding periodic timeline schedule. Our problem is related to bin-packing in
that we can view cores as “bins” to be allocated but has many additional nuances. As bin-packing itself is
NP-complete in the strong sense, we will likely need to resort to finding heuristics, though exact solutions
might be possible that are reasonable for small problem sizes.

Scheduling. Given a component P with reservation (C, T, H), we need to determine how to schedule
its contained graphs and compute response-time bounds for them. While real-time graph scheduling has
been studied extensively before—representative publications include [7,12,22,46–48,62,81,98,99]—several
extensions to prior work will be required for our purposes. Most importantly, scheduling in our context
is within a “limited processing supply” setting, where the component P is active for only C time units
out of every T time units. Also, the graphs that are our focus entail interacting with accelerators, can have
multiple sources with different rates, and can have nodes of different criticalities. Finally, these graphs
may contain cycles (as in Fig. 3), i.e., they are not necessarily DAGs. While some of these issues have
been considered to a limited extent before (e.g., obviating multiple source rates by converting to a large
single-rate DAG [28, 79, 88, 93]), no response-time analysis exists that fully addresses them all.

3.4 Goal 4: Create Methods for Component-Wise AI
In Goal 4, we will refactor the AI components of an autonomous drone into components amenable to
real-time certification. We will take into account that the effectiveness of a drone’s AI components in real-
world systems will ultimately depend on both the quality of the AI algorithms’ results (e.g., the accuracy
of the CV algorithm or the ability of a planner to compute an obstacle-avoiding path) as well as the timing
of those results, since a perfect solution computed too late may be useless.

AI software of autonomous drones. The AI software for an autonomous drone typically includes three
major aspects: perception, planning, and control. Perception involves reading raw sensor data and trans-
lating it into a representation that is useful to planning and control. Common low-cost sensors on drones
include GPS, inertial measurement unit (IMU), and cameras, and the perception component processes
data from these sensors using CV methods to estimate the drone’s location and to determine the presence,
type, and movement of obstacles in its environment, as shown in Fig. 3. Planning, sometimes referred to
as navigation, involves determining paths for the drone so it moves to accomplish an objective in a safe
manner that avoids obstacles. Control involves computing low-level commands (e.g., electric currents for
each of the drone’s motors) such that the drone moves along the path computed by the planner. Due to
space constraints, we will focus our discussion below on planning and control. Due to the need to avoid
obstacles, planning and control are particularly relevant for autonomous drones operating in cluttered
environments, e.g., indoors and in low-altitude outdoor flying in urban environments.

The need for time-limited AI. To improve the dynamic performance of autonomous vehicles, recent
research approaches are increasingly integrating perception, planning, and control, often using machine
learning to achieve the integration (e.g., [30,63,77,85,87]). For example, an integrated control and planning
component computes both a path and an associated feedback controller for that path. This tight integra-
tion can enable a drone to avoid dynamic obstacles more effectively and at a higher speed by considering
the full range of available motor torques rather than a simplified motion model when computing a path
to avoid obstacles. Also, perception can be blended with both planning and control by learning map-
pings directly from pixels to motor torques. However, a growing danger of tightly integrating perception,
planning, and control is that an autonomous drone’s AI increasingly becomes one large monolithic com-
ponent. A large component has the potential to increase the quality of the AI’s results, but also makes
it increasingly challenging to ensure that the computation completes in a short, bounded time period.
We believe time limits must be considered as a fundamental constraint when designing AI software for
drones. For an AI algorithm to be effective for an autonomous drone, it must (i) be of high quality, e.g.,
a CV algorithm accurately detects obstacles and a planner effectively avoids them, and (ii) satisfy timing
constraints, e.g., it is not useful to accurately detect an obstacle only after it can no longer be avoided.
Hence, the effectiveness of an AI algorithm depends on both the quality and the timing of the result.
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Creating horizon-based certifiable components. We will investigate approaches to refactor the AI of
an autonomous drone into time-limited AI components that will facilitate real-time certification. One
approach we will consider is creating AI components based on time horizons, i.e., the amount of time into
the future that the component considers when generating its results. For example, a short-term planning
and control component with a 1-sec. horizon is useful for avoiding collisions with high-speed obstacles
since it allows the drone to consider nearby objects in its environment that it might encounter in the next
second. A medium-term component with a horizon on the order of 10 secs. would enable efficient motion
in cluttered environments where many obstacles may be present. A long-term component with a horizon
of minutes or hours would enable planning for mission goals, e.g., waypoints that enable the drone to reach
a far away destination or to inspect a region of interest. We will consider components for each horizon
that are amenable to determination of safe WCETs and acceptable response-time bounds, which should
be substantially shorter than the component’s time horizon. Specifically, we will investigate components
for these time horizons that blend planning and control, including model-predictive controllers, learned
controllers, and search-based geometric planners [20, 85, 87]. To reduce duplicative computations, we will
also investigate approaches to enable the planning and control components with different horizons to
share some information without too adversely impacting time and space isolation guarantees.

3.5 CPS Research Focus

This project will break new ground on many fronts in the core CPS research areas of real-time systems,
safety, autonomy, and CPS system architecture. Notably, it will show how to decompose complex avionics
software that runs on complex hardware into manageable components that are separated in space and
time, while allowing for efficient platform usage. The need to evolve avionics software systems in this
way has been widely recognized in industry, but avionics companies need the help of experts on real-time
resource-allocation tradeoffs such as ourselves to make this evolution happen. By thoroughly delving
into these tradeoffs, this project can be a key enabler for future avionics certification procedures that can
accommodate forward-looking AI-oriented features. The CPS research community can produce paper after
paper about the importance of these features, but they will never become part of certified avionics systems
unless these certification procedures evolve! In experimental efforts (see Sec. 4), we will explore the safe
integration of the overall component-based framework arising from our work within the control harness
of advanced avionics simulators, sub-scale avionics systems, and systems at Northrop Grumman. We will
also provide an open-source implementation of this framework in LITMUSRT to provide a straightforward
path for integration into commercial RTOSs. While the focus of this project is avionics, our results will be
of use in any CPS domain of a safety-critical nature where complex software must be hosted on complex
hardware, and a decomposition of a system into components would be useful for certification—notable
domains of this kind include autonomous automobiles, medical robots, space vehicles, etc.

4 Evaluation/Experimentation Plan
This section describes our integration of the “cyber” results achieved by Goals 1-4 with “physical” drone
hardware, and our intended evaluations.

Goal 5: Evaluate our Methods in Supporting “Real” AI-Oriented Avionics Workloads

This proposal claims that our results will enable the development of autonomous functions for avionics
where temporal safety is the critical requirement. Our evaluation experiments will use both simulated and
physical drones to produce the types of evidence that would be needed for a certification argument that
the timing requirements for safety have been met.

Evaluation with a drone flight simulator. There are obviously serious difficulties inherent in evaluating
new avionics software by using it to fly an actual drone (injury to humans, damage to property, drone
damage or loss, etc.). We therefore plan to first test and evaluate the software we produce with AirSim from
Microsoft Research [82], a widely used environment simulator for AI research on autonomous vehicles.
We discuss later our plans for evaluations using a physical drone.
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Figure 9: Diagram of AirSim components

AirSim. AirSim uses the Unreal Engine by Epic
Games to produce photo-realistic scenes along
with accurate physical models of drone dynamics.
As shown in Fig. 9, AirSim can be used as a re-
mote procedure call (RPC)-based client-server sys-
tem with the simulated environment and drone
model(s) running on the server. The server pro-
vides to the client images of the simulated en-
vironment from multiple cameras and readings
from sensors (e.g., IMU, GPS). The server can also
provide ground-truth data needed for evaluations,
such as image depth and disparity, along with
collision-event reports. The client can use image and sensor data to provide perception, planning, and
control for flying, and send control parameters to the drone model for changing velocity, destination, etc.

We will configure our AirSim client as shown in Fig. 9 to use LITMUSRT (see Sec. 3) augmented with
the time and space isolation features we develop. These features will enable critical components on the
client (e.g., object detection) to run alongside, and be isolated from, less-critical components (e.g., aerial
video recording), without the excessive capacity loss of current ARINC 653 methods (see Fig. 2).

Evaluation methods. To evaluate our time and space partitioning methods, we will instantiate a subset
of AI-based avionics components consisting of (i) CV for object recognition and tracking, and (ii) planning
algorithms for navigating the drone to accomplish its task while avoiding obstacles. We will also include a
non-AI component (video recording) to exercise the isolation from interfering non-critical workloads. We
plan to use open-source implementations of these AI components adapted to run on our client platform.

AirSim’s environment model provides several built-in environments of varying complexity but also
allows for the creation of custom environments. AirSim was used for a drone racing competition called
Game of Drones at NeurIPS 2019 [64]. Competitors could participate in challenges emphasizing perception,
navigation, and collision avoidance. We plan to use their open source “race track” environments as a
starting point for evaluations and then craft additional scenarios of varying complexity, which will include
static and dynamic obstacles that the perception and planning algorithms will need to detect and consider.
Our evaluation metrics will summarize the success of the drone in navigating its environment during a
set interval of time without encountering unsafe events. The AirSim server reports unsafe events such as
collisions or near-misses along with navigation errors. In addition to success metrics reported by AirSim,
we will also monitor metrics relevant to our research, such as graph response times, cache and memory
usage, etc. (Monitoring is actually an important part of FAA-approved certification.) In addition to the
metrics used in the AirSim evaluations, we will use microbenchmarks throughout the research outlined in
Sec. 3, notably to assess various provisioning choices and sharing vs. isolation tradeoffs. Success here will
be demonstrated by showing that a given component’s temporal safety is unaffected by other co-running
components, even adversarial ones that stress any non-isolated hardware resources.

Evaluation using a sub-scale drone. Once our implementation has been sufficiently vetted in AirSim,
we will conduct further evaluations using an actual drone. AirSim provides a portable library that is
API compatible with their client-server API so software verified by simulation can move to a physical
drone using a compatible flight controller (e.g., Pixhawk [73]). We will use a commercial drone (e.g., a
kit compatible with Pixhawk [36]) and outfit it with sensors, battery, and an embedded computer system.
Our drone will then be capable of operating autonomously, by a remote pilot, or as a combination of both.

Experiments to evaluate the drone’s performance for autonomous object detection, tracking, and col-
lision avoidance while following pre-planned paths will be conducted outdoors. We will conduct path-
navigation trials in different lighting conditions and with a variety of obstacles. In some trials, the drone
under test will share its airspace with a remote-piloted drone to test avoidance of moving objects. We will
use most of the same metrics for success as in the AirSim simulations (e.g., completion time and number
of unsafe incidents on a given route), plus measurements such as response times.
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Evaluation using Northrop Grumman facilities. PI Anderson has been collaborating with Northrop
Grumman Aerospace Sector (NGAS) over the last two decades in the area of real-time systems schedu-
lability and temporal assurance. This ongoing collaboration provides a sound basis for our mutual col-
laboration on this effort. NGAS’s focus on airworthiness and certification of unmanned system avionics
on multicore systems aligns well with the research goals of this effort. We expect to leverage NGAS’s
activities and facilities to evaluate and demonstrate concepts developed herein, including detailed aircraft
simulations that can be used to drive and evaluate our prototypes. This work will be mostly done by our
graduate students during summer internships at NGAS. We have had many interns work at NGAS in the
past and will continue this relationship under this effort. As in the past, the challenge problems from
NGAS that we work on will have IP-related details sanitized so that our results can be freely published.

5 Project Management and Collaboration Plan
This project brings together researchers in the areas of multicore and GPU computing (Anderson and
Smith), operating systems (Anderson and Smith), real-time systems (Anderson), AI and Robotics (Al-
terovitz), and avionics (Sarathy). This collaboration plan explains how this diverse team will interact.

Roles. PI Anderson (UNC) will lead the overall effort, including coordination. His work on real-time
systems and GPU management is central to bringing the project together. Co-PI Sarathy (NGAS) will
provide guidance and supervision of identifying and shaping avionics challenge problems and supplying
representative use cases. He will serve in a technical evaluator role, leveraging his years of experience
at Northrop Grumman, to properly assess the potential utility of solutions developed in this effort. He
will coordinate the demonstration of these capabilities, where applicable, to relevant NGAS programs
for potential insertion and transition. This uniquely close connection to industry will be enhanced by
students interning at Northrop Grumman under Sarathy’s supervision. Co-PI Smith (UNC) will oversee
the experimental work discussed in Sec. 4. His extensive background on GPU programming and OS
development makes him ideally suited to lead this work. Co-PI Alterovitz (UNC) will oversee the AI
refactoring work discussed in Sec. 3.4. He will bring to the project his considerable experience developing
planning and control algorithms for autonomous systems.

Project management. The project will commence with an in-person kick-off meeting at UNC. Thereafter,
bi-weekly Zoom meetings will be held. These meetings will be attended by all investigators and supported
students and any other interested parties at Northrop Grumman. These meetings will be used to discuss
progress, difficulties, and future plans. Additionally, subgroups will meet weekly to coordinate research
with each of the investigators individually. Additional meetings will be scheduled on an ad hoc basis to
produce papers. Some in-person meetings that involve travel may occasionally be held as well.

Internships. It is expected that one or more of the supported students will intern at Northrop Grumman
each summer or longer (where practical). These students will evaluate the software and results produced
in the project using facilities at Northrop Grumman, as explained in Sec. 4. They will also participate
in safety-critical software projects to gain industry certification experience. A letter of commitment from
Northrop Grumman is included with this submission.

Design repository. UNC will create and maintain a repository as a central place for information sharing.
Artifacts generated, including design documents, technical reports, publications, use cases, presentations,
test data, and software, will be stored and accessible for team members.

Dissertations and honors theses. This project is expected to form the basis for the dissertations of at
least three Ph.D. students and the honors theses for several undergraduate students. (Undergraduate
students do their thesis work as part of course work rather than paid positions.) Collaborations among
the students will be encouraged by requiring them to work on joint papers for conference submission.

6 Broader Impacts
This project will have broader impacts on many fronts: it will provide needed “cross pollination” between
academia and industry by having participants from both sectors; it will benefit students by providing
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fuel for several new dissertations and undergraduate honors theses, and by providing industry internship
opportunities; it will benefit teachers by providing new courseware; it will benefit the research community
by contributing open-source software; it will benefit underrepresented groups through outreach efforts.
The investigators have a sustained track record with respect to all of these activities.

We lack sufficient space to discuss each of these avenues for impact in detail. We have therefore opted
to focus our attention here on three particular areas of impact that are somewhat unique to our project.
(Additional details are provided in the supplemental document on Broadening Participation in Computing.)

Societal impact. The results of this project will provide a sound basis for informing the evolution of
avionics certification standards as they embrace AI functionality. The PI has been involved in ongoing ef-
forts by the Army, Navy, and Air Force to create such standards in the military sector, so more immediate
impact can be expected there. The proposed research will also aid in educating the current engineering
workforce with respect to the design and development of future control systems using advanced embed-
ded hardware platforms. Such education will be done through meetings, workshops, and seminars with
engineers on site at NGAS and at industry-focused events such as the AIAA Aviation Forum.

Impact within the research community and industry. We expect that the open-source component frame-
work we intend to implement and maintain will transform how experimental research related to real-time
avionics systems is done, much the way our development of LITMUSRT transformed the way experimen-
tal work is done in the real-time systems community. We plan to host tutorial sessions to promote our
open-source framework at top conferences such as the IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium (RTSS). We
also plan to host a workshop at an AI/robotics conference to discuss the importance and challenges of
considering real-time constraints and certification in AI algorithms designed for autonomous drones. Ad-
ditionally, Wind River is a key partner of Northrop Grumman, and this close working relationship offers
an ideal avenue for exporting our research ideas, as implemented in LITMUSRT, into a commercial RTOS.

Broadening the participation of women and girls in computing. To say that there is a dearth of women
in real-time and embedded computing would be a vast understatement. When the PI became chair of the
IEEE Technical Committee on Real-Time Systems (TCRTS) in 2016, he was asked to provide demographic
statistics for the most recent flagship real-time conference, RTSS 2015. Of the 175 people who attended
that event, only eight (yes, eight) were women! 6

The UNC CS department features multiple groups and events that are already making efforts to
broaden the participation of many underrepresented groups in computing. UNC’s Graduate Women
in CS (GWiCS) group hosts an annual research symposium to help undergraduate women and other
under-represented minorities learn about research opportunities in CS. GWiCS also hosts Tar Heel Hack,
in which local middle and high school girls participate in a six-hour hackathon. UNC CS also supports a
Girls Who Code Club, which provides local girls in grades 6-12 with a community in which to learn about
CS, and PearlHacks, which is one of the first all-female hackathons in the country. Additionally, UNC
CS hosts an annual Open House and Science Expo, as well as Maze Day, which is an annual department
event during which over 150 K-12 students with visual impairments visit to explore CS-related demos.

We intend to continue our involvement in these activities through the following actionable objectives:

• Tar Heel Hack project and Maze Day experience. We will incorporate some of our results into a
Raspberry Pi and sensor-enabled Lego Robot hackathon project for future Tar Heel Hack events, to
introduce the girls to various nuances of autonomy. We will also create an interactive robot building
and sound-enabled motion debugging experience for Maze Day.

• CS Department demos. Using an F1/10-scale car and a home assistive robot, we have demoed our
prior research for hundreds of local students at the UNC Science Expo and the CS Department Open
House. In this vein, we will devise new demos involving autonomous drones, cars, and other robots
for these events, as well as for Girls Who Code Club meetings, Tar Heel Hack, and PearlHacks.

• New first-year undergraduate seminar course. We will explore CPS topics ranging from control
theory to path planning and AI applications in a new first-year undergraduate seminar course. We
will also explore various aspects of the ethics of computing and other related topics.

6PI Anderson was the first TCRTS chair to create a Diversity Committee in an attempt to begin rectifying this problem.
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• Undergraduate and graduate CPS courses. In recent years, we have expanded our course offerings
in CPS at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. We will incorporate results from this project
into these courses, and produce freely available teaching materials.

• REU opportunities and local outreach. We will provide summer REUs for students from local
colleges and universities to contribute to our work, and reach out to these schools to give talks
on research and the process of applying to graduate CS programs. (Between them, Anderson and
Alterovitz have chaired the UNC CS Graduate Admissions Committee for the past 19 years.)

7 Results From Prior NSF Support
Co-PI Sarathy has not received prior NSF support.

Anderson and Smith. CPS 1837337, CPS: Medium: GOALI: Real-Time Computer Vision in Autonomous
Vehicles: Real Fast Isn’t Good Enough, $1,000,000, 10/1/2018-12/31/2021.

Intellectual merit. In this project (which will be in its final year when the proposed project starts),
we have been investigating how to support real-time CV-based workloads on embedded automotive plat-
forms. A key goal is to develop a real-time variant of OpenVX, a recently ratified CV API that allows
algorithms to be specified in a graph-based way [52]. OpenVX has quickly emerged as the CV API of
choice for embedded use cases, but lacks concepts relevant to real-time analysis, such as execution rates,
priorities, etc. We have produced new research results on a number of topics, including techniques for
increasing parallelism in CNN execution and GPU access [70, 100], scheduling methods and schedulabil-
ity analysis for OpenVX [7, 8], the use of hardware threads to increase parallelism in real-time multicore
systems [67–69], techniques for trading speed for accuracy in CNNs [95]. and algorithms and analysis
for multiprocessor real-time scheduling and synchronization [2, 34, 65, 90]. In total, we have produced 12
papers under the auspices of this grant, including one best paper awardee [34].

Broader impacts. Some of the experimental work in this project has involved using an F1/10-scale
autonomous car. This car has been demoed at the UNC Science Expo, the CS Department Open House,
and various GWiCS events (see Sec. 6). Two of the students in this project were also members of a UNC
team that won the F/10 Autonomous Racing Challenge at CPS Week 2019. The results of this project have
been featured in invited talks given by the investigators at military venues, universities, and conferences.
Three Ph.D. students have been supported by this project; all are expected to complete their degrees in
the next year. Two undergraduate students have also conducted research related to this project. Three
graduate students have worked as summer interns at General Motors Research as part of this project.

Alterovitz. CCF-1533844, XPS: FULL: DSD: Parallel Motion Planning for Cloud-Connected Robots, $670,536,
9/1/2015–8/31/2020.

Intellectual merit. We developed a new software framework for motion planning for cloud-connected
robots that effectively parallelizes motion planning and distributes the computation across the robot’s
embedded processor and cloud-based multicore servers. Our approach enables battery-powered robots,
which may not have the compute power to quickly solve complex motion-planning problems using their
embedded processor, to leverage the cloud while accounting for network latency and bandwidth limita-
tions [38, 40–42]. We also developed algorithms that parallelize robot motion planning when executing
tasks learned from human-provided demonstrations [14, 15]. We also created motion planning templates
(MPT), an open-source robot motion planning library to share many of the results of this project [39].

Broader impacts. Our new algorithms and software have the potential to enable robots to autonomously
complete tasks in new domains where the challenge of motion planning is currently prohibitive due to
power constraints on compact mobile robots, including home assistance for the elderly and people with
disabilities. Results from the project were presented in two Ph.D. dissertations, an undergraduate honors
thesis, and over 10 research workshops and events. We also presented live demonstrations of the results of
this project at the UNC Science Expo and other outreach events attended by hundreds of school children
and community members with the goal of inspiring interest in robotics and computer science.
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Facilities, Equipment, and Other Resources

UNC Facilities

General computing environment. The department’s computing environment includes over 1,000 com-
puters, ranging from older systems used for generating network traffic for simulated Internet experiments
to state-of-the-art workstations and clusters for graphics and compute-intensive research. Departmental
servers provide computing services, disk space, email, source code repositories, web services, database ser-
vices, backups, in addition to other services. All systems are integrated by means of high-speed networks,
described below, and are supported by highly skilled technical staff who provide a consistent computing
environment throughout the department. Most students are assigned to a two- or three-person office,
though we also have larger offices that can hold more students. Each student is assigned a computer,
with computer assignments based on the students’ research or teaching assignments and their seniority.
Currently the minimum configuration for student computers is a desktop system with dual-core 64-bit
2-GHz processor, 4-GB RAM, and 240-GB hard drive, though many students have computers that exceed
these specifications depending on their job and seniority. In addition to the departmental servers and
office systems, our research laboratories contain a wide variety of specialized equipment and facilities. We
also have an extensive virtual machine infrastructure spanning two machine rooms.

General computing systems include 800+ Intel-based computers plus about 50 Macintosh systems, plus
a variety of servers and virtual machines.

Software environment. Our systems primarily run the Windows 10 operating system, with some still
running Windows 7. We have a large number of systems, including many of the servers, running Ubuntu
or Red Hat Linux, and MacOS. We use the AFS file system for central file storage. Languages most com-
monly used include J++, C++, Java, Python, PHP, and C. Document preparation is usually accomplished
with standard applications on PC systems. Our extensive software holdings are continually evolving. We
are a Google shop and have unlimited storage in Google Drive and use all core Google applications. UNC
also offers Office365 cloud services.

Network environment. The network infrastructure available to the Computer Science Department is
extensive. In the Frederick P. Brooks Jr. Building and Sitterson Hall, every office and common space is
equipped with category 6 or better twisted pair cable. All offices in Sitterson also have coaxial and fiber
optic cable. All data connections in both buildings supports 1 Gigabit per second, and we have a growing
number of systems using 10 Gigabit connections. Extensive riser connections enable the department to
create multiple separate physical networks between any points in the two buildings. Wifi networks over
802.11 A and N are available throughout both buildings.

A 10 Gigabit link connects the department’s network to the UNC-CH campus network and the North
Carolina Research and Education Network (NC-REN), allowing users to access the National LambdaRail/
Internet 2 network and commodity Internet. We also have a 10 gigabit connection through the Renaissance
Computing Institute (RENCI) to the Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) project. The
department’s network is connected to the North Carolina Research and Education Network (NC-REN),
a statewide network that links research and educational institutions. Our two-way video classroom and
teleconference rooms allow connection to any institution served by the network.

UNC-provided computation infrastructure. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill provides
computing resources for researchers at UNC-Chapel Hill. Among these are:

• The Longleaf cluster is a Linux-based computing system available to researchers across the campus
free of charge. With nearly 6,500 conventional compute cores delivering 13,000 threads (hyperthread-
ing is enabled) and a large, fast scratch disk space, it provides an environment that is optimized for
memory and I/O intensive, loosely coupled workloads with an emphasis on aggregate job through-
put over individual job performance. In particular, workloads consisting of a large quantity of jobs
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each requiring a single compute host are best suited to Longleaf. The Longleaf cluster is targeted
for data science and statistical computing workloads, very large memory jobs, and GPU computing.
Resources are managed through a fair-share algorithm using SLURM as the resource manager/job
scheduler.

• The Dogwood cluster is a Linux-based computing system available to researchers across the campus
free of charge. With over 11,000 compute cores, a low latency, high bandwidth Infiniband EDR
switching fabric and a large scratch disk space, it provides an environment that is optimized for
large, multi-node, tightly coupled computational models typically using a message passing (e.g.,
MPI) or hybrid (OpenMP + MPI) programming model. Most of the cluster is comprised of nodes
with Intel Xeon processors with the Broadwell-EP micro-architecture and 44 cores per node. There
is a partition with some newer Intel Skylake nodes as well as a smaller knl partition, with Intel Xeon
Phi processors (Knight’s Landing) for development purposes. Resources are managed through a
fair-share algorithm using SLURM as the resource manager/job scheduler.

• Carolina Cloud Apps, a web application development platform powered by RedHat’s OpenShift
Enterprise software.

• The Virtual Computing Lab (VCL), which was originally developed by N.C. State University in
collaboration with IBM. The VCL provides users with anytime, anywhere access to custom applica-
tion environments created specifically for their use. VCL provides users remote access to hardware
and software that they would otherwise have to install themselves on their own systems, or visit
a computer lab to use. It also reduces the burden on computer labs to maintain large numbers of
applications on individual lab computers, where in many cases it is difficult for some applications
to coexist on the same machine. In the VCL, operating system images with the desired applications
and custom configurations are stored in an image library, and deployed to a server on-demand when
a user requests it.

• Participation in the RHEDcloud Foundation, which stands for Research, Healthcare and Higher Edu-
cation Cloud Foundation. The RHEDcloud Project brings people together from research universities,
pharma, healthcare providers, cloud service providers, and cloud platform providers to design and
implement better security, automation, and integration for cloud computing.

• The Secure Research Workspace, which contains computational and storage resources specifically
designed for management and interaction with high-risk data. The SRW is used for storage and
access to Electronic Health Records (EHR) and other highly sensitive or regulated data; it includes
technical and administrative controls that satisfy applicable institutional policies. SRW is specifically
designed to be an enclave that minimizes the risk of storing and computing on regulated or sensitive
data.

Real-time computing laboratory equipment. The Real-Time Systems Group has six general-purpose x86
machines, with a mix of servers and workstation systems. These machines feature CPUs from both Intel
and AMD, with core counts ranging from four to 26. Additionally, the group has six recent ARM-based
“Jetson” embedded platforms produced by NVIDIA, in addition to several less-powerful embedded ARM
platforms from NVIDIA and other manufacturers. All of our workstation and server systems are equipped
with GPUs, including the current top-of-the-line consumer GPUs from both NVIDIA and AMD.

We routinely use the research clusters listed above to run large-scale, overhead-aware schedulability
studies. These studies, which can take many days to complete, involve assessing schedulability trends
by examining many millions of randomly generated task systems with measured overheads affecting
schedulability considered. These overhead measurements are taken on the lab machines noted above.

Robotics laboratory The UNC Robotics Laboratory is an over 800 square foot space dedicated to re-
search, teaching, and outreach related to robots and autonomous systems. The laboratory includes a
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Rethink Robotics Baxter Robot (a robot with two compliant arms, enabling it to operate safely in envi-
ronments with humans), a Fetch mobile manipulator robot (which has a mobile base, a robotic arm, a
lift joint, and a built-in RGB-D sensor), a SoftBank Robotics Nao robot (a child-size humanoid robot with
articulated legs and arms), prototype medical robots, numerous iRobot Roomba platforms for multi-robot
coordination experiments, a differential drive Pioneer P3-DX mobile robot from Mobile Robots, Inc., ceil-
ing mounted cameras for robot tracking, Microsoft Kinects for RGB-D sensing, and an open space for
indoor experiments on robots and autonomous systems. The laboratory also includes 3D graphics work-
stations featuring state-of-the-art multicore processors and GPUs as well as Phantom haptic devices for
research on motion planning, control, and simulation of robots and autonomous systems. In addition to
research, the laboratory is also used for teaching and outreach.

Northrop Grumman Facilities

Northrop Grumman Aerospace Sector (NGAS) is a premier provider of military aircraft, autonomous
systems, aerospace structures, and next-generation surveillance, strike, and commercial solutions. From
sea, air, land, or space, NGAS provides solutions that advance technology and discovery while meet-
ing customer needs with high impact, best-value aeronautics products, systems, and services. Working
closely with customers and suppliers, these systems technologies are used for a wide range of missions
including intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance; protected communications; battle management;
strike operations; electronic warfare; and missile defense. NGAS has industry-leading facilities for the
design and testing of autonomous aerial vehicles, including simulators to evaluate vehicle physical com-
ponents, control algorithms, various electronic devices, and mission flight scenarios. Co-PI Sarathy from
NGAS will directly support the research initiatives outlined in this proposal (up to 5% FTE), collaborating
with the research team to provide real-world scenarios, system requirements, and guidance on solution
development and experimental platforms.
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Data Management Plan

This data management plan covers all of the data products to be produced in this project. It includes
(i) the source code for the LITMUSRT-based component scheduling framework we propose to implement
along with the associated tools for analyzing schedulability, (ii) source code that implements the avionics
algorithms we propose to design, (iii) timing-analysis tools supporting execution-time measurements, (iv)
the suite of test programs and scripts used to test and evaluate the software we produce, and (v) the data
collected during evaluation experiments.

Source Code
As has been our practice, the source code we produce, along with supporting libraries, scripts, etc.,

will be published under an open source GPL version 2 license (the conventional open-source license for
Linux distribution) and will be freely available for direct download from public web servers maintained
by the UNC Computer Science Department.

Additional test programs, scripts, and tools will be freely available under an open-source license (to
be determined, but probably the BSD license) and directly downloadable from public web servers main-
tained by the UNC Computer Science Department. The intent in making these evaluation materials freely
available is that other projects can independently verify evaluation results. While all these artifacts may
be useful to other researchers, we emphasize that they are not intended to constitute a testbed and we do
not provide support for testbed use.

Evaluation Data
Raw data from evaluation experiments can be several terabytes in size. It is thus currently infeasible to

make this data available to the public through direct download from UNC. However, such evaluation data
will be stored and backed up on secured servers maintained by the UNC Computer Science Department.
Arrangements can be made with interested parties who may request copies of this data. These requests
may be serviced through private direct download or through physical media delivered through the USPS
or other carrier.

In conference and journal papers published by our research group in the past, distilled information
from raw evaluation data has be made available through summary graphs, sometimes numbering in
the thousands, in online appendices. We will continue this practice. These publications with extended
appendices will be freely available for direct download from public web servers maintained by the UNC
Computer Science Department.

Privacy
No personal data will be captured in this project. There are no privacy concerns for the storage of

project data.

Long-Term Storage
All source code and data products described above will also be archived in the UNC Information

Technology Services research computing repository for permanent storage.

UNC/Northrop Grumman Interactions
The proposed project will not generate proprietary data. Any data from Northrop Grumman shared

with the research team will be sanitized without loss of its representativeness. Any experimental results
obtained using Northrop Grumman facilities will be disseminated through publications and reports that
are similarly sanitized and do not reveal confidential information. PI Anderson’s research group at UNC
has worked with co-PI Sarathy’s team at Northrop Grumman repeatedly over the last two decades on a
variety of projects. If the proposed effort is funded, we will put a new IP agreement between UNC and
Northrop Grumman in place that is in line with agreements we have operated under in the past.
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Broadening Participation in Computing Plan

Context. Women are critically underrepresented in computer science. This underrepresentation begins
long before research conferences. At the undergraduate level, 25% of computer science students at UNC
are female. This stands in contrast to the overall undergraduate student population, of which 59.4% are
female (https://oira.unc.edu/reports/). This disparity motivates us to work toward increasing female
participation in computing at the undergraduate level.

Target. This BPC plan focuses on efforts to increase female participation in computing at the under-
graduate level, and to provide awareness and guidance for female undergraduate students concerning
research opportunities. Emphasis will be placed on critical thinking and writing skills. Why an em-
phasis on writing? As Dr. Leslie Lamport aptly put it, “If you can’t write, it won’t compute” (https:
//www.brandeis.edu/now/2017/may/commencement-lamport.html).

Strategy. When the PI was a Ph.D. student at the University of Texas, Prof. Edsger Dijkstra led a weekly
meeting called the Tuesday Afternoon Club. At each of these meetings, a single paper was read—out loud—
and discussed. There were two basic assumptions underlying these meetings. First, no pre-meeting
preparation was expected (unless the club was reading something you had written). Second, each consid-
ered paper was read and discussed only within the time limit of a single meeting—an unfinished paper
was not considered further (of course, individual members could continue reading on their own).

These meetings were highly effective for at least three reasons. First, no preparation outside of meet-
ings was required, so continued participation involved a limited and predictable time commitment. Second,
listening to written text (particularly your own) being read and dissected out loud in real time is a highly
effective exercise for honing one’s writing skills. Third, by affording each paper strictly limited time, a
broad exposure can be provided to a range of issues and topics in computing.

We propose to create and lead a UNC version of the Tuesday Afternoon Club that targets undergrad-
uate female students. As all of the PIs in this project are male, we will also involve our female graduate
students in this endeavor to provide the younger women with older female role models. We envision
recruiting two or three first-year undergraduate women as new club members each year, with the hope
that they will remain in the club until they graduate. Thus, once we reach steady state, the club would
be comprised of eight to twelve undergraduate students. In addition to club meetings, each club member
will be assigned one UNC PI as a mentor (with the mentoring load being evenly distributed). Each PI will
meet with their mentees regularly (probably monthly).

A few details concerning this activity will require some additional thought. For example, freshman
will not have the same level of knowledge as seniors. To account for this, we might need to interleave
less advanced and more advanced material, with the younger students only attending meetings where
material they can handle will be read. (In one of Dijkstra’s meetings, geometry-related proofs one might
encounter in high school were discussed.) Additionally, we will need to consider whether we should seed
the club with some older students at the beginning instead of converging to a steady state.

Resources. At UNC, incoming freshmen take a first-year seminar (FYS). We intend to leverage these FYS
offerings as a resource for recruiting club members. In particular, we will arrange to visit FYS classes and
discuss this opportunity with students with the hope of attracting interest. Typically, students taking an
FYS in the Computer Science Department will not have declared a major, so FYSs provide an opportunity
to reach those students not already in a computer science class. Additionally, in recent FYS offerings in
the Computer Science Department, 50% of the participants have been female.

Measurement and dissemination. As club members mature in their knowledge of computing, we intend
to engage them in research activities of their own. It is our hope that each club member will produce an
honors thesis (which will of course be read and discussed during club meetings) during their senior year.
In accordance with the existing honors-thesis process, the results of each thesis will be disseminated via
a poster at a public poster session and via a talk at a public honors colloquium event. (Hopefully, the
impact of the club will be acknowledged during these events.)

https://oira.unc.edu/reports/
https://www.brandeis.edu/now/2017/may/commencement-lamport.html
https://www.brandeis.edu/now/2017/may/commencement-lamport.html
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A number of metrics can be tracked to demonstrate the viability of this BPC endeavor. These include:
the number of students recruited each year, the length of time each recruited student remains as a club
member, the number of members who become computer science majors, the number of members who
produce an honors thesis, and the number of members who apply to graduate school. Regarding the
latter, we intend to provide advice and guidance for applying to graduate school. (Between them, PI
Anderson and co-PI Alterovitz have served as Director of Graduate Admissions in the Computer Science
Department for the last 19 years, so they are very knowledgeable about the application process.) We also
intend to provide guidance concerning summer internship opportunities.

A recent Data Buddies survey (https://cra.org/cerp/data-buddies/) revealed that female students
felt less confident than their male peers in their ability to become a leader in the computing field or even
to complete their undergraduate degree in computing—these differences were statistically significant. It
is our belief that, by providing a safe space in our meetings for delving critically into both the technical
content of the papers we read as well as how this content is presented, we can produce club members who
are not lacking in confidence.

https://cra.org/cerp/data-buddies/
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